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Prostate enlargement & chronic pelvic pain syndrome 
(CPPS) cause symptoms, which can be treated with 
Thermobalancing therapy with Dr Allen's Device for 
prostate treatment. This therapy is the only way to tackle 
the cause of these common for men diseases.

A scientific article: "Use of Thermobalancing therapy in 
ageing male with benign prostatic hyperplasia with a 
focus on etiology and pathophysiology," explains the 
cause of prostate enlargement.

Another article: The cause, aetiology and 



physiopathology of chronic prostatitis / chronic pelvic 
pain syndrome (CP/CPPS) and its effective treatment 
with Thermobalancing therapy, explains the details of 
the cause of chronic pelvic pain.

These articles demonstrate that inflammation and 
enlargement of a prostate gland are caused by the 
pathological changes at the vascular level. The starting 
point is constriction of capillaries, which develops the 
focus of hypothermia. This leading to the pathological 
activity of capillaries and pressure inside the prostate 
tissue, causing pain and/or lower urinary tract 
symptoms (LUTS), which include: frequent urination 
during the day and at night, weak urine flow, etc.

Standard treatment options for men with prostate 
enlargement or benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and 
chronic prostatitis are risky medications and for BPH 
are also used unsafe surgical procedures.

Standard treatments can harm the health of 
men

Medications for prostate enlargement and chronic 
prostatitis are almost similar. They all have side effects 
and often are responsible for developing new health 
problems. Medical intervention for chronic prostatitis, 
CP/CPPS starts usually with long-term antibiotics and 
painkillers, and as they ineffective, men begin use BPH 
drugs.

- alpha blockers, which relax the muscle of the prostate 
and bladder neck that allows urine to flow more easily, 
Tamsulosin, terazosin, etc. These drugs can be 



responsible for tiredness, sexual dysfunction, headache, 
dizziness and even dementia; 
- hormonal drugs, 5 alpha reductase inhibitors: 
finasteride, Avodart responsible for irreversible side 
effects: impotence, depression, testicle pain, and even 
diabetes.

Therefore, all medications to treat prostate enlargement 
should be prescribed carefully and as a short-term 
treatment. Furthermore, the daily use of these 
dangerous drugs is very expensive.

Operations with BPH are different, some of them are 
removed, while others destroy prostate tissue. All these 
procedures have unpleasant complications. Therefore, 
approximately 25% of patients after minimally invasive 
surgery develop depression, so any operation should be 
taken only as a last resort.

Dr Allen's Device is safe for BPH & chronic 
pelvic pain

Prostate enlargement & chronic prostatitis are non-life-
threatening problems; however, high-risk long-term 
medications are widely used for their treatment. 
Contrary to drugs, Dr Allen's Device applies a natural 
thermoelement to the body. This thermoelement 
accumulates the body heat and becomes the source of 
energy itself, spreading energy to the prostate, 
improving blood circulation in the prostate gland. 

Dr Allen's Device, which applies thermoelement tightly 
to the skin, is a class 1 medical device, which does not 
require the involvement of a notified body. So, everyone 



can use this device at home without worrying, as this 
treatment option causes no side effects. The delivery of 
Dr Allen's Device is guaranteed by Royal mail and USPS 
tracking services. 

In contrast to all other treatments, the cost of Dr Allen's 
Device is USD 155 today. For most men, this is a one-
time purchase, since the device works for at least a year. 
Fine Treatment, http://finetreatment.com, is an 
international distributor of wearable therapeutic Dr 
Allen's Device for Prostate Treatment and delivers it 
worldwide. The price of delivery is included in the total 
price of the device.

Thermobalancing therapy is approved by 
medical scientific data

2 clinical controlled trials on Thermobalancing therapy 
in men with prostate enlargement & chronic prostatitis, 
CP/CPPS were conducted and several articles published 
in peer-reviewed medical journals, which can be found 
on the "Fine Treatment: Medical Scientific Data" page, 
https://finetreatment.com/thermobalancing-therapy-
medical-scientific-data/.

A new scientific article: Personalized care using 
thermobalancing therapy can help men with chronic 
prostatitis / chronic pelvic pain syndrome to recover, 
will be published soon in the Personalized Medicine 
Universe journal, which is another confirmation of the 
unique possibility of recovery from chronic prostate 
disease with the help of Dr Allen's device.

The results of clinical studies were discussed by medical 
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professionals at various medical conferences around the 
world: in the UK, Spain, China, Italy and other 
countries. Thus, a man diagnosed with BPH or chronic 
prostatitis / pelvic pain can improve his well-being and 
healthy aging with the help of Dr Allen's Device.


